The Tyler gnomes, Wister, Cedric, Hoopes and Minshall are inviting you to explore Tyler. They have picked out their favorite spots to see spring. Can you find them and the items in the surrounding area?

“"My house is crooked, but I’m proud of that! You can find me inside my rickety shack."

- Wister the Gnome

“A birdhouse is usually cozy and small, but MY birdhouse is 10 feet tall!”

- Cedric the Gnome

CAN YOU FIND?

A baby tree
A shiny green leaf
A tree stump
A nest for a giant bird
Bird song
A small bird house
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SCAVENGER HUNT
THE PROMISE OF SPRING

The Tyler gnomes, Cedric, Wister, Hoopes and Minshall are inviting you to explore Tyler. They have picked out their favorite spots to see spring. Can you find them and the items in the surrounding area?

“Past the woodlands near a garden display, my friend Lucille made me an archway.”
- Hoopes the Gnome

“Down where the frogs and the turtles are sleeping, I am listening for them to start peeping.”
- Minshall the Gnome

CAN YOU FIND?

- A boulder
- A fern
- A mammal
- A plant growing in water
- A stream that feeds the pond
- A sweet smelling bloom